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ABSTRACT

Affinity maturation, the process in which somatic hypermutation and positive selection generate antibodies with increasing affinity for an antigen, is pivotal in acquired humoral immunity. We have studied the mechanism of affinity gain in a human B-cell lineage in which two main maturation pathways, diverging from a common ancestor, lead to three mature antibodies that neutralize a broad range of H1 influenza viruses. Previous work showed that increased affinity in the mature antibodies derives primarily from stabilization of the CDR H3 loop in the antigen-binding conformation. We have now used molecular dynamics simulations and existing crystal structures to identify potentially key maturation mutations, and we have characterized their effects on the CDR H3 loop and on antigen binding using further simulations and experimental affinity measurements, respectively. In the two maturation pathways, different contacts between light and heavy chains stabilize the CDR H3 loop. As few as two single-site mutations in each pathway can confer substantial loop stability, but none of them confers experimentally detectable stability on its own. Our results support models of the germinal center reaction in which two or more mutations can occur without concomitant selection and show how divergent pathways have yielded functionally equivalent antibodies.
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INTRODUCTION

Affinity maturation in the vertebrate immune system ensures production of antibodies with high affinity and specificity for an encountered antigen.1,2 In the course of this process, somatic mutations, primarily in the variable domains of the antibodies, accumulate in successive generations of B cells, which are selected in a germinal center based on effective engagement of antigen.3,4 A typical immune response consists of a population of antibodies that bind to various exposed sites (epitopes) on the antigen.5,6 Antibodies that bind an epitope conserved across multiple strains of a pathogen may be able to neutralize all such strains. Recently, such broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV7–9 and influenza10–13 have been
identified, raising the possibility of developing more effective vaccines against these rapidly evolving viruses.\textsuperscript{14–18}

We have previously characterized a clonal lineage of broadly neutralizing human antibodies against H1 influenza viruses, in which the breadth of neutralization is a consequence of antibody mimicry of the viral host-cell receptor, sialic acid.\textsuperscript{19,20} Sequences of the mature antibodies were obtained by cloning paired, rearranged $V_H$ and $V_L$ genes derived from single B cells in a plasma sample obtained 7 days post vaccination;\textsuperscript{21} the H1 component in the vaccine (2007 TIV) was H1N1 A/Solomon Islands/3/2006. The lineage we have studied, referred to as the CH65 lineage, contains three mature antibodies in two branches, which diverge from an inferred last common intermediate, designated I-2. I-2 in turn descends from an inferred unmutated common ancestor (UCA) [Fig. 1(A)]. Two mature antibodies with very similar sequences, CH65 and CH66, constitute one branch; the third mature antibody, CH67, differs substantially in sequence and represents the other branch.\textsuperscript{20}

In comparing the two branches, we chose to study CH65 and CH67. This lineage binds the head domain of H1 influenza hemagglutinin (HA) by inserting the CDR H3 loop into the sialic acid binding pocket [Fig. 2(A)], as determined by X-ray crystallography and later reproduced by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. MD simulations of binding between the UCA of the lineage and HA suggested that the UCA binds to HA in the same conformation as do the mature antibodies. Using X-ray crystallography, MD simulations, and binding measurements, we showed that the two branches in this lineage achieved affinity maturation by stabilizing the CDR H3 loop in the same antigen-binding conformation, despite largely
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**Figure 1**

Maturation of the CH65 lineage. (A) Inferred phylogenetic tree of the antibodies in the CH65 lineage. (B) Sequences for a segment of the antibody light chain containing important mutations. The common mutation S29R is boxed. (C) Sequences for a segment of the antibody heavy chain, including the three mutations between UCA and I-2. The complete nucleotide and amino acid sequences are shown in Supporting Information Figure S4.
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**Figure 2**

Distinct interactions in two main maturation pathways stabilizing the heavy-chain CDR H3 loop in the CH65 lineage. (A) X-ray crystal structure of CH65–HA complex (PDB ID: 3SM5). The heavy chain is colored in light blue, the light chain in dark blue, HA in light gray, and the CDR H3 loop in orange. The CDR H3 loop inserts into the receptor binding pocket of HA, mimicking the binding of sialic acid. (B) In the CH65 crystal structure, light-chain Y49 forms a cation–π interaction with R104 in the heavy-chain CDR H3, a finding observed with high probability in simulation. Y49 also forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone oxygen of E102H. The hydrogen bond and cation–π interaction are indicated by green lines. (C) In the CH67 crystal structure, R104 projects into the solvent. Hydrogen bonds from R31L to the carbonyl of F110H and from N32H to the carbonyl of A99H (not shown here) might contribute to stabilizing the CDR H3 loop; neither interaction could occur in CH65. (D) A structure from an MD simulation of CH67, in which light-chain D33 forms a salt bridge with R104 in the heavy-chain CDR H3. In simulation, D33 forms alternating salt-bridge contacts with R31L, as it does in the crystal structure, and with R104; the latter salt-bridge contributes to stabilization. (E) In one simulation of CH65IUCAL, two pairs of water-mediated hydrogen bonds were observed between H33H and G99H and between N35H and Y111H. The geometry of these interactions is compatible with the atomic coordinates in the CH65 crystal structure, although the water molecules are not included in the crystal structure. The simulated structure (shown in light and dark blue) is superimposed on the crystal structure (gray). Water molecules are shown with red (oxygen) and white (hydrogen) balls.
diverged antibody sequences between the branches. The mechanism by which distinct mutational pathways have arrived at a common functional outcome is not evident from the positions and characteristics of the mutated amino acid residues.

In the present study, we have connected specific mutations during affinity maturation with their effects on antigen binding by combining long-timescale MD simulations and binding measurements with mutated antibodies. We have identified for each branch two light-chain mutations that, when introduced into 1-2, substantially stabilize the CDR H3 loop and increase affinity for antigen. The two observed maturation pathways have two different sets of mutations that share only one amino acid change in common, while maintaining the same binding conformation and epitope. Although a large number of mutations typically accumulate in broadly neutralizing antibodies over the course of affinity maturation, our results suggest that sets comprising a few key mutations can substantially enhance the affinity of suitable germline antibodies.

METHODS

MD simulations

Simulations were carried out as previously described in Ref. 20. All simulations used the AMBER99SB-ILDN force field for proteins and ions and the TIP3P model for water. Simulations were performed on a special-purpose machine, Anton, designed for MD simulations.

Conformational equilibrium constant estimation

To estimate $f_C$ (see text), a conformation of the apo antibody Fab was considered to be in the antigen-binding state if its CDR H3 loop was within 1 Å RMSD of any conformation sampled in a simulation of any antibody–HA complex that was included in Supporting Information Figure S2. The RMSD was calculated for the CDR H3 loop α carbons after alignment on the α carbons of the full antibody Fab.

Fab expression and purification

The heavy- and light-chain variable and constant domains of CH67, 1-2, and the UCA Fabs were originally amplified as previously described.20 Fabs were produced by transient transfection of 293T cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), following the manufacturer’s suggested protocol. Supernatants were harvested and clarified from cellular debris by low-speed centrifugation 5 days after transfection. Fabs were purified using Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) or Co-NTA agarose (Clontech) followed by gel filtration chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare). All mutants described in the text were created using the heavy- or light-chain DNA as a template and mutated at described positions using the QuikChange Mutagenesis (Agilent), following the manufacturer’s suggested protocol. All constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Expression and purification of HA “head”

HA A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 was used as a template to clone the globular head of HA into a pFastBac vector modified for ligation-independent cloning (LIC), as previously described.20 Hi-5 cells were infected with recombinant baculovirus; the supernatant was harvested 72 h later and clarified by centrifugation. The HA head was purified by Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) followed by gel filtration chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare). The C-terminal 6xHis tag was removed by treatment with PreScission protease (GE Healthcare) and repurified by orthogonal Ni-NTA agarose chromatography.

Interferometry and co-elution experiments

Interferometry experiments were performed with a Blitz instrument (forteBIO, Pall Corporation). In each of the experiments, the Fab was immobilized on a Ni-NTA biosensor, and cleaved HA SI head, purified as described above, was added at various concentrations between 0.125 and 15 μM. All reactions were carried out at room temperature in buffer of 10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM sodium chloride at pH 8.0. Using the Advanced Kinetics program, a typical run included the following steps: baseline acquisition ($\geq 30$ s), loading of the Fab onto the NiNTa biosensor ($\geq 90$ s), additional baseline acquisition ($\geq 30$ s), association of HA SI head ($\geq 60$ s), dissociation ($\leq 60$ s). The $k_a$ and $k_d$ parameters were determined and a $K_D$ obtained by applying a 1:1 binding isotherm after step correction at both the association and dissociation steps, using vendor-supplied software. All experiments were carried out with a minimum of four different concentrations of HA SI head. Representative titration experiments are shown in Supporting Information Figure S5.

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) experiments were on Superdex 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM sodium chloride at pH 8.0. HA SI and Fab were incubated at room temperature for 15 min before loading. Column elution rate was 0.5 mL min$^{-1}$ at 4 °C. Elution volume ($V_e$) was calculated using vendor-supplied software. Complexes and free Fab $V_e$ values are shown in Supporting Information Table S1, and representative SEC traces of complexes, free Fabs, and HA SI head are shown in Supporting Information Figure S6.

RESULTS

Properties of the hybrid Fabs

Preconfiguration of the CDR H3 loop in the antigen-binding conformation is the principal consequence of
for CH65 HUCAL and not for CH67 HUCAL (Supporting Information Table SI). Analyses of the trajectories of long-timescale MD simulations of the free Fabs to observe the conformational states of the CDR H3 loop. For a more detailed analysis, we performed long-timescale MD simulations of the free Fabs to observe the conformational states of the CDR H3 loop.25,26 The CDR H3 loop in CH67 HUCAL stayed in the binding conformation only briefly and sampled other, diverse conformations for the remainder of the simulations (Supporting Information Figs. S2 and S3). CH65hUCAL stayed in the binding conformation throughout one simulation but departed from it in the other. In contrast, the CDR H3 loops in the chimeras with mature light chains (UCAhCH65L, UCAhCH67L, I-2hCH65L, and I-2hCH67L) remained in the binding conformation or revisited it more than once.

The kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of binding between the chimeras and HA (Table I) support the pattern of CDR H3 loop stabilization observed in MD simulations and the interaction with HA in the co-elution assay. The chimeras UCAhCH65L, UCAhCH67L, and CH65hUCAL have substantially higher affinities for HA than does the UCA, while CH67hUCAL has no detectable binding. The association rate of UCAhCH65L is lower than that of mature CH67 by a factor of only 2, and the association rate of UCAhCH65L is comparable to that of mature CH65, even though 13 (in CH67) and 12 (in CH65) mutations in the heavy chain distinguish the sequence of the chimera from that of the mature antibody. These results suggest that both branches of the CH65 lineage have accrued mutations within their respective light chains that contribute substantially to stabilizing the CDR H3 loop. In addition, the heavy chain of the CH65 branch, but not the CH67 branch, has also accrued mutations that independently stabilize the CDR H3 loop.

### Table I

| Heavy chain | Light chain | \( k_1 \) (10^5 M⁻¹ s⁻¹) | \( k_2 \) (s⁻¹) | \( K_D \) (10⁻⁶ M⁻¹) | 
|-------------|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|---|
| UCA         | UCA         | N.B.          | N.B.           | >100           | 0.02 ± 0.01 |
| I-2         | UCA         | N.B.          | N.B.           | >100           | 0.04 ± 0.02 |
| I-2         | UCA<sup>Y49D</sup> | N.B.       | N.B.           | >100           | 0.02 ± 0.01 |
| I-2         | UCA<sup>D49Y,Y48C</sup> | 0.11 ± 1E⁻² | 8 ± 4          | 0.20 ± 0.07    |
| I-2         | UCA<sup>R104N</sup> | 0.120 ± 5E⁻³ | 10 ± 2         | 0.60 ± 0.09    |
| UCA         | CH65        | 58 ± 8        | 0.067 ± 3E⁻³   | 1.2 ± 0.2      |
| I-2         | CH65        | 31 ± 2        | 0.0320 ± 7E⁻⁴  | 1.02 ± 0.06    |
| CH65        | UCA         | 25 ± 5        | 0.082 ± 5E⁻³   | 3.3 ± 0.7      |
| CH65        | CH65<sup>R93S</sup> | 0.0320 ± 8E⁻⁴ | 1.21 ± 0.09    | 0.07 ± 0.2     |
| CH65<sup>Y49D,Y48C</sup> | 0.0280 ± 6E⁻⁴ | 0.97 ± 0.06   |
| CH65        | CH65        | 42.9 ± 0.8    | 0.0130 ± 2E⁻⁴  | 0.30 ± 0.01    |
| I-2         | UCA<sup>S31R</sup> | N.B.         | N.B.           | >100           | 0.010 ± 0.004 |
| I-2         | UCA<sup>R104N</sup> | 14 ± 3       | 0.18 ± 1E⁻²   | 13 ± 3         |
| UCA         | CH67        | 70 ± 30       | 0.18 ± 2E⁻²   | 3 ± 1          |
| I-2         | CH67        | 38.4 ± 0.7    | 0.0200 ± 2E⁻²  | 0.52 ± 0.01    |
| CH67        | UCA         | N.B.          | N.B.           | >100           | 0.05 ± 0.03 |
| CH67        | CH67<sup>R93S</sup> | 52 ± 1      | 0.0190 ± 3E⁻⁴ | 0.37 ± 0.01    |
| CH67<sup>S31R,R93S</sup> | 0.067 ± 5E⁻³ | 1.5 ± 0.3     |
| CH67        | CH67        | 150 ± 20      | 0.0400 ± 2E⁻⁴  | 0.26 ± 0.03    |

“N.B.” indicates antibodies that bound HA at a strength below the detection limit (~100 μM). The standard deviation is reported for each value.

affinity maturation in this lineage, and approximately half the total contact area between antibody and HA involves CDR H3. As an initial screen for mutations that contribute to CDR H3 loop stability, we constructed hybrid Fabs from the UCA and the mature CH65 and CH67 antibodies and used a simple co-elution assay to test for binding of the hybrids to a monomeric HA1 head from A/Solomon Islands/03/2006. Pairing either of the mature light chains with the UCA heavy chain (UCAhCH65L and UCAhCH67L) produced a hybrid that remained associated with HA head on size-exclusion chromatography; pairing either of the mature heavy chains with the UCA light chain gave detectable binding only for CH65hUCAL and not for CH67hUCAL (Supporting Information Table SI).
chain residues that might contribute to configuring the CDR H3 loop.

In the CH65 light chain, two mutations appear to have direct effects on CDR H3: D49Y and Y48C, both unique to the CH65-66 branch [Fig. 1(B)]. Y49L in mature CH65 has a π-cation interaction with R104H, and it forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone oxygen of E102H [Fig. 2(B)]. Both contacts are seen in the X-ray structure and frequently in our MD simulations. These interactions pull the CDR H3 loop toward the CDR L2 loop, holding the former in a geometry compatible with binding. In the UCA, a salt bridge, D95L-R104H, appears to stabilize the more ordered of the two non-binding conformers seen in the asymmetric unit of the UCA crystal structure. The other loop conformer in those crystals is a fully disordered one. At position 48, Y48C in the UCA would have a close contact with L101H at the N-terminal end of CDR H3, were the latter to adopt the binding conformation. Mutation of residue 48 to Cys relieves the steric incompatibility. Mutation of residue 48 to Cys stabi-

In the CH67 light chain, residues 49–58 (the C'C' ridge of the light chain) have substantially higher thermal parameters, in the structures of both the CH67 Fab and its complex with the HA head, than they do in the UCA or in the CH65-HA complex. The same residues were also quite mobile in the MD simulations (Supporting Information Fig. S1). The disorder appears to arise from close contacts in CH67 between the side chain of Leu101H and those of L45L and Y48C, collisions that are alleviated in the UCA by the disordering of the CDR H3 loop and in CH65 by the Y48C mutation. Displacement of residues 49–58 in CH67 correlates with mutations S31R and H33D, both unique to the CH67 branch [Fig. 1(B)]. In the CH67 crystal structures, D33L and R31L form a salt bridge, which the ordered conformation of residues 49–58 in the UCA and CH65 would exclude. In MD simulations of the CH67 Fab and of the CH67-HA complex, D33L alternately makes salt-bridge contacts with R31L and R104H. The former salt bridge [Fig. 2(C)] allows R31L to donate a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl of F110H, which probably contributes to CDR H3 conformational stability. The latter salt bridge likewise appears to anchor the CDR H3 loop in the geometry of the binding conformation [Fig. 2(D) and Supporting Information Movie S1]. A hydrogen bond from the side chain of somatically mutated N32H to the carbonyl of A99H may further stabilize the binding conformation of CDR H3.

### Affinities of the mutated Fabs

We examined the influence of the light-chain mutations just described when they are introduced into the last common intermediate, 1-2. (The 1-2 light chain has no somatic mutations and hence is equivalent to the UCA light chain.) To test whether the above mutations indeed establish contacts that help stabilize the CDR H3 loop, we performed simulations of the Fabs of mutants I-2HUCAL,D49Y (the heavy chain of 1-2 and the light chain of the UCA with mutation D49Y), I-2HUCAL,Y48C, I-2HUCAL,D49Y,Y48C, I-2HUCAL,H33D, I-2HUCAL,S31R, I-2HUCAL,H33D,S31R, and 1-2. From these simulations, we computed Kc, the fraction of the apo antibody in the antigen-binding conformation (i.e., the equilibrium population of that state), and the corresponding conformational equilibrium constant, Kc = fC/(1-fC), for each mutant Fab (Table I). The single forward mutation Y48C in 1-2 produced only a modest increase in Kc, and D49Y had a deleterious effect (Fig. 3 and Table I). Only when the two were both present did Kc in the CH65 branch increase substantially. We observed a similar effect in the CH67 branch: only when both forward mutations, H33D and S31R, appeared together did Kc increase significantly. Both double mutants, I-2HUCAL,D49Y,Y48C and I-2HUCAL,H33D,S31R, stabilized the CDR H3 loop in the antigen-binding conformation such that the corresponding Kc values were similar to those of their respective mature antibodies, CH65 and CH67. The large Kc values estimated from the simulations for the two double mutants predict that their affinity for HA will be substantially higher than that of 1-2.

The measured affinities from biomolecular interferometry (Table I) show that in the CH65 branch, neither D49Y nor Y48C alone imparts measurable binding, but that the two together enhance the affinity of 1-2 by >10-fold. The same is true for H33D and S31R in the CH67 branch. These results are consistent with our predictions from inspection of simulations and structures. In CH65, neither the relief of steric restrictions (Y48C) nor the aromatic π-cation interaction (D49Y) is enough to bring affinity within the measurable range; in CH67, the S31R and H33D mutations are both necessary to generate their mutual salt bridge. When introduced into the UCA, neither pair of mutations conferred detectable affinity, suggesting that the three heavy-chain mutations that separate 1-2 from the UCA [Fig. 1(C)] also contribute to the observed affinity gain. The crystal structures and the simulations do not, however, indicate a potential mechanism for this effect.

We also introduced the reverse double mutations into the background of a mature antibody. Simulating the reverse mutations in the corresponding mature antibodies yielded a decrease in Kc commensurate with the increase in Kc observed in the corresponding forward mutations. This decrease in Kc led us to expect a decrease in the association rate and binding affinity. In the CH65 branch, the UCA light chain paired with the mature heavy chain (CH65,HUCAL) bound HA head relatively strongly. The C48Y,Y49D double mutation, introduced into the mature Fab, reduced affinity by a factor of ~3 and association rate by ~1.5, the latter being essentially equivalent to the association rate of 1-2.
Figure 3

Log-log plot of association rate constants $k_a$ versus the fraction of antigen-binding conformation $f_C$ of various mutant Fabs. (A) All Fabs studied by MD simulations (Tables I and Supporting Information SI). The qualitative agreement between $f_C$ estimated from MD simulations and $k_a$ measured in kinetic experiments supports the finding that maturation in the CH65 lineage is driven by the stabilization of the CDR H3 loop in the binding conformation. The Pearson correlation coefficient between $f_C$ and $k_a$, when both are available, is 0.26; perfect correlation is not to be expected, because factors other than CDR H3 loop stability also contribute to $k_a$. Fabs whose affinities are below the interferometry sensitivity limit are represented by gray circles at an arbitrary vertical position, because their $k_a$ values are unknown. The mature antibodies are colored green. The hybrid Fab CH65,UCAl binds HA with intermediate affinity despite the low $f_C$ value estimated from MD simulations; its low $f_C$ value might be due to a lack of convergence of the MD simulations of finite length. (B) and (C) highlight the effects of mutations in CH65 (B) and CH67 (C) branches. The solid black arrows correspond to “forward” mutations (i.e., mutations that occurred in the maturation from the UCA to the mature antibody). The dashed arrows correspond to “reverse” mutations (i.e., mutations from the mature antibody to the UCA). The dotted black arrows correspond to the artificial mutation R104NH. Fabs whose affinities are below the interferometry sensitivity limit are shown in the gray box as bands at their respective $f_C$ values.
CH65_HUCAL. In the CH67 branch, the UCA light chain paired with the mature heavy chain (CH67_HUCAL) had no detectable affinity in our assay. The D33_H,R31_S double mutation, introduced into the mature Fab, reduced the association rate by a factor of ~3 and the affinity by more than fivefold, but binding was still readily detectable. The cumulative effects of other contributions evidently synergize with that of the R31_L-D33_L and D33_L-R104_H salt bridges in this branch of the lineage. To test the role of R104_H, which is unmutated during affinity maturation but is inferred from the MD simulations to contribute to stabilizing the CDR H3 loop in the double mutants I-2_HUCAL_D49_Y,Y48_C and I-2_HUCAL_H33_D,S31_R, we introduced into each of the double mutants a mutation, R104_HN, that substitutes a neutral polar residue for arginine, creating the variants I-2_HUCAL_H33_D,S31_R with HA and somewhat reduced the affinity of I-2_HUCAL_D49_Y,Y48_C (Table I). Correspondingly, in the MD simulations of the Fabs, R104_HN reduced the stability of CDR H3 slightly in I-2_HUCAL_H33_D,S31_R, but substantially in I-2_HUCAL_D49_Y,Y48_C. Because R104_H does not contact HA, the effect of the mutation is more likely to come from a change in the CDR H3 conformational equilibrium than from a change in the fixed-conformation affinity. The residual affinity and conformational stability of the mutant I-2_HUCAL_H33_D,S31_R could come from the hydrogen bond between Y49_L and E102_H.

Stabilization of the CDR H3 loop by heavy-chain mutations

Not all mutations that stabilize the CDR H3 loop occur in the light chain. The hybrid CH65_HUCAL, which does not have a light-chain mutation, has relatively strong affinity for HA. Its CDR H3 loop may be stabilized by heavy-chain mutations Y33_H and H35_H, which are present in CH65 but not in CH67. In the simulation of CH65_HUCAL in which the CDR H3 loop remains in the binding conformation, there are two water-mediated side chain–backbone hydrogen bonds: between H33_H and G99_H and between N35_H and Y111_H [Fig. 2(E)]. These interactions observed in the simulation are compatible with the atomic coordinates in the crystal structures and might help keep the CDR H3 loop in the binding conformation.

Mutations at the antigen-antibody interface

One plausible location for mutations with selective advantage in binding is the antigen–antibody interface. We tested whether any of the observed mutations at the HA–antibody contact could enhance affinity. We assayed the binding of HA1 head with various single-site mutant Fabs using the (semi-quantitative) co-elution assay and measured binding kinetics for a selected subset. None of the mutations that establish new polar interactions with HA—N26_D, S29_R, G31_H, N52_H, G63_D, and N68_T—yielded a detectable increase in affinity when introduced into either the UCA or I-2 (Supporting Information Tables S1 and SII). This result is consistent with our previous conclusion that stabilization of the CDR H3 loop in the antigen binding conformation, rather than new or stronger noncovalent contacts at the molecular interface, is the principal contribution to affinity maturation in the CH65-67 lineage.

The S29_R mutation

A mutation of serine 29_L to arginine occurred independently in the two branches of the lineage [Fig. 1(B)]. The codon usage is different in each of the two mutant antibodies: AGG in CH65 and CGT in CH67, both mutated from AGT in the UCA (Supporting Information Fig. S4). The mutations could have arisen at any point between I-2 and the mature antibodies. Introducing the reversion R29_S into CH65 lowers affinity for HA, with about equal contributions from retarding association and accelerating dissociation (Table I); the same mutation in a CH67 background has little net effect, reducing both the on and off rates by similar factors. The simulations likewise predict lower association rates (i.e., lower f_C than for the fully mature antibodies) for both revertants. The forward mutation in a background of I-2_HUCAL_Y48_C,D49_Y (i.e., “early” in the CH65 branch) has very little apparent effect (although the simulation suggests some increase in rate of association), but it eliminates any detectable binding in a background of I-2_HUCAL_H33_D,S31_R (i.e., “early” in the CH67 branch), consistent with a simulation of the same species, which has the lowest f_C of any of the simulated variants.

DISCUSSION

We draw two general conclusions from our long-timescale MD simulations, structures, and binding experiments with antibodies in the two branches of the CH65-67 lineage. First, both simulation and experiment suggest that in each of the two branches, a distinct pair of somatic mutations contributes disproportionately to the acquisition of higher stability in the CDR H3 loop, and either pair of mutations is sufficient to confer measurable HA binding on the common intermediate I-2. Second, the results of simulations and binding-kinetics measurements are broadly consistent with each other and with inferences from inspection of structures. Mutations that stabilize the CDR H3 loop in the MD simulations, with few exceptions, also increase the association rate in the binding-kinetics experiments (Fig. 3). This agreement directly supports our previous proposal that...
stabilization of the CDR loops in the binding conformation—described earlier in studies of affinity maturation with antibodies directed against small-molecule antigens—\(^27,29\) is the primary mechanism of affinity increase in the CH65 lineage.

The proposed mechanisms for preconfiguring the CDR H3 loop require eliminating interactions that disallow the binding-competent conformation as well as adding contributions that stabilize it. The good correlation of simulation and observed binding kinetics strengthens confidence in these proposals (Fig. 3). The very small proportion of the MD trajectory for the UCA during which we see the binding conformation and the interactions that contribute to alternative conformations support our inferences concerning likely unfavorable contributions to the unobserved, binding competent UCA and link the disorder observed in the crystal structure with residues somatically mutated in one or the other of the two branches.

The Y481C, D491Y and H311D, S331R mutation pairs each removes steric interference with the binding-competent conformation of the CDR H3 loop; each also introduces apparent CDR H3 stabilizing contacts. Both mutation pairs gain interactions with R104H. Selection of one pair of mutations would therefore make it unlikely for the second pair to be selected, because the latter would no longer gain affinity through interactions with R104H. Neither of the individual mutations in these pairs has a substantial effect on its own. In the CH65 branch, Y481C relieves steric interference with L101H, and D491Y adds a favorable interaction with R104H in a binding-competent conformation. In the CH67 branch, displacement of steric interference from the C'C" loop of the light chain involves formation between the two somatically mutated residues of a salt bridge, and both D311 and R331 contribute new interactions to the binding-competent conformation of the CDR H3 loop. A common feature of the two pairs of mutations is that both of the component changes are needed to eliminate apparent contributions to the binding-incompetent CDR H3 conformation and that at least one of them also contributes to the binding-competent conformation. The inferred molecular mechanism for each of the branches thus supports correlated appearance of a somatically mutated pair.

How can a germinal center reaction select for a pair of somatic mutations, neither of which confers apparent fitness on its own? Recent work on cycling of B-cells between dark and light zones and on the timing of cell divisions suggests that more than one round of cell division (and hence of DNA replication and somatic mutation) can occur in the dark zone before a cell migrates back to the light zone, where antigen on follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) and follicular T helper (Tfh) cells promote selection for enhanced affinity.\(^4,31\) A selection regime that alternates several rounds of unselected proliferation with one or more rounds of selection will allow multiple mutations to accumulate and enhance the probability that the individual components of a double mutation will not be lost to negative selection before the two can appear together. Kinetic modeling showed some years ago that there are related, favorable properties of alternating periods of replication and selection.\(^32,33\)

The reverse mutants CH65HCH65L\(^{C48Y,Y49D}\) and CH67HCH67L\(^{D31H,R33S}\) maintained sufficient CDR H3 stability and exhibited only modestly decreased affinity for HA (Fig. 3 and Table I), suggesting that the other mutations accumulated during affinity maturation (such as, possibly, the heavy-chain mutations Y331H and H351N in the CH65 branch) contributed additional rigidity to the CDR H3 loop. The overall dissociation constant of antibody–antigen binding can be written as, possibly, the heavy-chain mutations Y331H and H351N in the CH65 branch) contributed additional rigidity to the CDR H3 loop. The overall dissociation constant of antibody–antigen binding can be written as \(K_D = K_D^0(1+K_C)/K_C\), where \(K_C^0\) is the hypothetical dissociation constant for the antibody fixed in the antigen-binding conformation. In early antibodies such as I-2, \(K_C < 1\), and thus \(K_D \approx K_D^0/K_C\); a change in \(K_C^0\) will lead to an opposite change in \(K_D\) by the same factor. In mature antibodies with larger values of \(K_C\), a change in \(K_C\) will result in a smaller change in \(K_D\). The smaller effect of the reverse mutations on the affinity may be partially attributed to this asymmetry. In the limit of \(K_C \gg 1\), \(K_D\) is no longer sensitive to a moderate change in \(K_C\). Redundant stabilization may thus serve as a buffering mechanism: mutations that destabilize the binding conformation can be tolerated as long as the conformation has been stabilized adequately by prior mutations. Such buffering mechanisms may be a general characteristic of protein evolution.\(^34\)

During early stages of affinity maturation, parallel mutational pathways compete with each other for preferential proliferation of the corresponding B-cell progeny; the outcome of the competition will depend on the rate at which mutations enhance affinity for the stimulating immunogen. Analysis of the thermodynamic consequences of mutations in different contexts may complement sequence-based phylogenetic inference\(^35,36\) to reconstruct the mutational steps in affinity maturation. Correlating further studies of B-cell population dynamics during affinity maturation\(^37,38\) with the corresponding changes in antibody–antigen affinity will advance our understanding of this fundamental stage in the immune response.

Design of immunogens with high affinity for the UCA of a lineage known to have yielded a broadly neutralizing antibody is a potential strategy for inducing otherwise uncommon responses.\(^17\) A factor that may limit induction of some broadly neutralizing antibodies is the apparent requirement for complex affinity maturation pathways. Our study of the CH65 clonal lineage shows that these antibodies require relatively few mutations of the accumulated somatic mutations in the mature
antibodies to achieve high-affinity HA binding and that more than one set of mutations has produced antibodies with similar properties. These observations may also have implications for the highly somatically mutated broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV. If only a few “key” mutations are necessary to gain high affinity, targeting key intermediates of a clonal lineage with a designed immunogen may increase the likelihood of developing broad neutralization.
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